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1I. INTRODUCTION
The mechanism for the rearrangement of the HNC molecule to the 
HCN molecule has been of considerable interest for quite some time.
The reason for this interest lies in the seeming contradiction between 
what is actually seen in nature and what is predicted based on quantum 
theory. Theory predicts that the HNC form of this molecule, as well as 
the HCN form, should be observed in nature. The potential well of the 
HNC molecule is very deep and the energy barrier for the rearrangement 
quite high. All this would lead one to predict the existence of the 
HNC form. However, just the opposite is observed. The only place HNC 
is thought to exist is deep in space, and even this has not been proven 
with a great deal of certainty. It is possible to produce the HNC 
molecule in the lab, but it is immediately converted to the HCN form.
This contradictory behavior has raised many questions as to the 
mechanism by which this rearrangement takes place. The two most likely 
suggestions would be those of tunneling and activation over the energy 
barrier by collision. The problem with the idea of tunneling is that 
the separation between the wells is so great, that the time required 
for tunneling to occur would support the existence of the HNC molecule 
in nature rather than its immediate rearrangement. Activation over 
the energy barrier also seems an unlikely mechanism in that the barrier 
is so high, that activation by collision with a single species does not 
seem feasible. A suggestion has been made in which the actual mechanism 
may not be a result of either of these separately, but rather a
2combination of the two, a collision induced tunneling. If this is 
found to be the case, its discovery will Introduce a new type of 
mechanism which may aid in understanding the rearrangement of other 
such molecules.
In order to test this mechanism, the Hamiltonian for the 
rearrangement of HNC to HCN is required. It is the derivation of the 
kinetic energy term of this Hamiltonian, in both the two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional cases, to which this paper is devoted.
3II. TWd-DIMENSIONAL HAMILTONIAN 
A. Kinetic Energy Term
In order to tackle a derivation such as the Hamiltonian for 
the rearrangement of HNC to HCN, it is often useful to begin with a 
simple model before taking into consideration all the parameters 
involved. A two-dimensional case was chosen in which the bond distances 
were held fixed. The hydrogen atom was allowed to rotate between the 
carbon and nitrogen atoms with its pivot point located at the center 
of mass of the CN bond. The molecule was placed in the xz plane of a 
Cartesian coordinate system (y*o) with its center of mass located at 
the origin. Rotation was confined to movement about the y axis (refer 
to Figure 1).
In order to perform the transformation that would be used to 
derive the two-dimensional Hamiltonian, it was necessary to know the 
molecule's moment of inertia. The moment of inertia can be given by 
the following equation:
n 2I ■ E m r. n ■ number of atoms
i‘1 thm * mass of 1 atom
t hr ■ distance of i atom from center of mass
If Mg, M^, and represent the mass of the carbon, nitrogen, and 
hydrogen atom, and Rg, R^, and R^ represent their respective distances 
from the molecule's center of mass, the moment of inertia becomes
1 '  " A  + ' W  + W ( 2 . 1 )
4Figure 1. Orientation of molecule in XZ plane. R , R , and
represent the distance of the hydrogen. carbon, and nitrogen 
atoms from the origin (center of mass). R* is the distance of 
the hydrogen atom from the center of mass of the CN bond.
R* is the CN bond distance. $ and X are angles between the 
CN bond and X axis and hydrogen bond and X axis.
5n 2 2Using Figure 1 and basic trigonometry, Rc“, , and R^ can easily be
found.
2 _ V ^ C _
^  '  1W MC
]2 R'2
p 2 * V , 2  + , _ V ' 2 2 , V  ,,  V  ,
c * W  W Mc " V * ‘c V W U o S U
. M-R . MyR' M R  M R '
*n  " tv + £ 1 +  ‘w ?  " 2 ' ^ " w c 1 cos <l80°'a)
V * distance from the hydrogen atom to the center of mass 
of the CN bond 
R * CN bond distance
a * angle with which the hydrogen atom rotates between the 
carbon and nitrogen atoms and is defined as a counter­
clockwise rotation.
Substituting in equation (2.1), the moment of inertia becomes
i . M [ J V U s . ] 2 r .2 +
V W Mc
V  2 V  •) 
“clW ! tfi“lW t r  +
( 2 . 2 )
V  2 MCR .
Mc [t y ^ 3 + M Ntv ? q 1
6This equation can be further simplified by defining the center of mass
of the CN bond (prM) and entire HCN molecule (u ) asln sysc
CN
_ V n (2 .3 )
. W V
‘'syst ' Mh+Mc+Mn
By expanding equation (2 .2)  and making use o f  the above re la t ion s ,  the 
f inal  form o f  the moment o f  Inertia for the molecule can be given as
I asyst R,fc UCN R (2 .5 )
Once the moment of inertia was known, it was possible to begin 
the series of steps that would eventually lead to the desired 
Hamiltonian. The general form of the kinetic energy term for the two- 
dimensional Hamiltonian is given below:
( r,X)
)
?r
>a
<2
r> > 
R,fa r x
( 2. #■*}
The terms and X are (ingles def ined >v Figure l, ; is the .nigh- between 
: he axis and the CN bond and defined as a o.>untero lookwise rot.u. ,011.
X is the ngl<* between the nvdrogen bond and the X axis md a so 
de’ined as a counter*:1ockwise rotation.
1’he second step was to transform this Hamiltonian into n new set 
o’ j.sternal coordinates ) to rotating the molecule about. its  center
o! mass sc t iv.it tit* ON bond was oriented parallel to : he principle axis  
r inertia .  Bv ai.><;ung the moLecule along this principle axis ,  tlie
p o s s ib i l i t y  of cross terms in our Hamiltonian was eliminated, and our 
f ina l  result  took on a much simpler form.
7
H(i»X) H,
The terms a and B were defined in the fo l lowing manner:
i * X « f
m * a| + bX
where a and b are constants. Using part ia l  d i f f e r e n t ia l s  it
possib le  to complete the transformat, ion into the new internal 
coordi nates.
x
a u . •)'' 3
■ *; x 3 i }x 3“
*
3 + ^ _3_ 
3u 0 " f r o m  Eq
A -
r  ,  : )2 > 0 2
i -  fca + , r  ~ ~
3 t 3 a 30 3 “  >
(2 .7)
j v  „ 3u. d 3 0. ;j
3x "5x ; $ 3 x 30’
J-)
3x>
±
3a + b
-L
30 from Eq. (2 .7)
32
)
x P 32qi
+ 2b 2
(2 .7 )
was
( 2 . 8 )
(2 .9 )
3a 30
8Substituting equations (2.8) and (2.9) Into equation (2.6)
II -  - * 2 [- i i  .  2a + 12 4^1(«,0) „2 ,2 2 ‘2pCNR 15 '* 3 0
2usyst
S2 I2— r [-f- + 2b
R’2 a2a 9ritH
+ b2 - f t ( 2 . 10)
The constants a and b can be found by solving simultaneously 
two special cases of this equation. Since the molecule is oriented along 
the principle axis of inertia, one condition requires that the cross terms 
be eliminated. This gives an equation of the form
ti2 ( D1
(v v ,
V * y  ' v v » »
3 xJ‘) 0
2 2A second condition specifies that the term preceding 3/3 0 mus. take on 
2the form -h /2I. This gives a second equation of the form:
< V V r2 ,*S|(MC^'n ). ,2 32
' m„+mn, k m..+m_+m.. )R
’ 2 11 JL 
2 1 2 r e
h+mc+mn
These two equations can be further reduced to
ViL.,,2 ,W V ,„ .2
V V  W S ,
( 2 , 11)
99a"
+ (w v )n.
V ' c^ n
( 2. 12)
Substituting the previously derived moment of inertia (2.5) into equation 
(2.12), one can solve equations (2.11) and (2.12) simultaneously to 
determine a and b.
uc nr‘
W . R .2
fJCNR2+V s t R’21
These quantities were substituted back into equation (2.10) to obtain:
H -•n2i 32 tl2 32
(“ ,e> 2^CNUsy9tR2R'2' ^  21 320
In order to make the Hamiltonian complete, the potential energy 
term should be included as well. Since the potential term is only 
dependent upon the angle ct, it will be designated as for the time
being. Thus, the two-dimensional Hamiltonian takes the final form of
H . -1>21________ 3^
(0,e) 2' W s y s t R2R,2] ^
*LjL + V
21 329 <“ >
B. Potential Energy Term
The value of the potential energy term in the Hamiltonian will 
vary depending upon the type of model employed. A simple model was
10
chosen whose potential energy varied with t (angle with which the 
hydrogen atom rotates between the carbon and nitrogen atom) according to 
Figure 3, The first dip in the potential energy curve represents the 
potential well of the HCN, the second represents the potential well of 
the HNC, and the peak in between represents the energy barrier that 
must be overcome for the HNC-HCN rearrangement to occur.
By representing the potential curve as the sum of two cosine 
functions, It was possible to obtain the potential energy term as a 
function of oi. The two cosine functions are shown in Figure 2.
f^ ■ Ceos (a—tt) b and c are constants
f,, ■ Bcos 2(ct-7T/2)
Summing these two functions and adding a third constant A, the potential 
energy term takes on the form
■ A + Bcos2(u-tt/2) + Cc o s O*-tt) (2.13)
The constant A serves to move the curve vertically off the axis by an 
amount determined experimentally.
Knowing the potential energy at three different values of xt it 
was possible to set up three new equations. The three extreme values 
of the potential energy curve were chosen [1].
V (0) * "58487.923 kcal 
V(180) * -58473.374 kcal
-58438.474 kcal (Potential Energy Barrier)
f*
OT
C 
« i
a»~
 
r»
Mc
ti
 {
a
fx ■ Ccos(a-ir) (solid line) 
f2 * Bcos2(a-Tr/2) (dotted line)
Figure 2
Figure 3. Potential energy curve defined as V(a) • A +  B cos2(a-tT/21 
+ C cos(a-n). '
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Substituting into equation (2,13)
(a „ ) * A -  Bcos2ot -  Ccosoi * -58438,474 (2 .1 4 )max
v (0) -  A - B -  C -  -58487.923 (2 .1 5 )
V
(180) • A - B f C -  -58473.374 (2 .1 6 )
With three equations for three unknowns, it was possible to determine
A, B, and C, Although ot was unknown, one could make use of the factmax
that these constants must give the largest potential value at that 
point. This was done by taking the first derivative of equation (2,14) 
and setting it equal to zero,
2 Bsin2a + Csina ■ 0 (2,17)
Solving equations (2,15) and (2.16) simultaneously gave a value for C of 
7,2745 kcal. Substituting this value into (2.14), (2.15), and (2.17) 
produced the following
A - Bcos2ot - 7.2745 cosa • -53438.474 (2.18)
A - B - -58480.649 (2.19)
2Bsin2a + 7.2745sina - 0 (2,20)
The next step was to choose arbitrary values of a until the 
conditions for eq. (2,20) were satisfied. This was accomplished by 
plugging a value of a into equation (2,18) and, using equation (2.19), 
solving simultaneously for the value of B. These values of a and B 
were then substituted back into (2,20). This process of trial and
13
error was continued until a suitable value for ot was found* This value
to five significant figures was 94.985°.
Once a was known, the values of A, B, and C could be deter- max
mined* Their values are listed below:
A - -58459.72 kcal 
B - 20.929475 kcal 
C - 7.2745 kcal
Substituting these values into (2.13) gave a potential function of
V (a) -58459.72 - 20.929475co s2a - 7.2745cos,t
Thus, the entire Hamiltonian for our two-dimensional model can be written 
in the final form:
’ 2[w 8ystR2R,2i ^ " 2 1 329
- 58459.72 kcal - 20.929475 kcal cos 2a - 7.2745 kcal cosa
Once the Hamiltonian was found, an attempt was made to solve for 
the energy term using Schr'ddingerfs equation:
V i
2*UCNUsystR R ' ) 3 a
21 329 + V(a) IT(a ,9 ) E f (a, 9)
However, after a series of efforts to find a straightforward solution, 
it was apparent that the answer required more computation than was 
expected. Since the main focus of this research lay with the
14
three-dimensional form of the Hamiltonian rather than the two, it wa 
decided to abandon the problem for the time being and focus on the 
three-dimensional derivation.
15
III. KINETIC ENERGY TERM OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL HAMILTONIAN 
A. Introduction
The mechanism by which the HNC molecule rearranges to the HCN 
form Is a three-dimensional process; thus, the majority of this research 
was devoted to the three-dimensional derivation of the kinetic energy 
term in the Hamiltonian* Although it is the eventual intent to derive the 
Hamiltonian in terms of all its varying parameters, a simple rigid body 
model was chosen for preliminary study. The model chosen was one for 
which much work had already been done [3]. The restrictions placed on 
the molecule were similar to those placed on the previous two-dimensional 
case, except motion was no longer confined to the xz plane.
In the first attempt to derive this three-dimensional rigid body 
Hamiltonian, Lee used a direct transformation from a space fixed 
coordinate system into a body fixed coordinate system. However, the 
mathematics became so complicated, that the approach was finally 
abandoned. In an attempt to siraplifv the mathematics somewhat, a 
two step transformation vas employed. This too ended in a series of 
relations for which there appeared to be no solution. At this
point there were three questions that had to be considered: 1) Was the
solution more complex than originally thought? 2) Was an error made 
somewhere along the way that prevented a simple derivation'? 3) Was 
there some relationship being overlooked that would greatly simplify
the mathematics?
16
The first problem we chose to take up was the possibility that 
an error had been made somewhere along the way. This meant starting 
the derivation from scratch. However, instead of jusr repeating what 
had previously been done, we chose to change the origin of our system 
from the center of mass of the CN bond to the center of mass for the 
entire molecule (refer to Figures 4 and 5). This seemed to be a trivial 
change, and it was thought that either orientation should provide the 
same results. It turned out that our assumption was correct, and the 
possibility of error seemed unlikely. After much attempt to solve the 
mathematics by a straightforward approach, a way was found to greatly 
simplify things. By use of angular momentum operators, the solution to 
the three-dimensional Hamiltonian dropped out nicely. It is to this 
derivation that the rest of the paper is dedicated.
17
A
Figure 4. Model for three-dimensional Hamiltonian chosen by Lee with 
center of mass of CN bond located at the origin.
Figure 5. New model for three-dimensional Hamiltonian where the center 
of mass of the entire molecule is at the origin.
18
B* First Transformation
The main approach to the derivation o f  the three-dimensional term 
was to take the general equation for the th~ee dimensional Hamiltonian in 
terms ot spherical  coordinates ( 3 . 1) ,  and transform it  into a new set 
o f  internal coordinates by a two step process.
H • -±2-. ___
w w
V sino^
sin a jfj
H H
_1
s in "9
1
r
H
- Ti
8tn7®cN r i
H
CN
:‘\:nk~cn *in'*CN ,9CS
(3.1)
sin -CN 'ST' '  + CN
+ V t ' H- » » .  *c s - : c s )
The model chosen was that o f  a r ig id  body where a l l  bond distances 
were held f ixed .  The hydrogen atom was free to rotate between the carbon 
and nitrogen atom by pivoting at the center of  mass o f  the CN bond. The 
or ig in  of the coordinate system was placed at the center o f  mass of  the 
molecule.
Without any res tr ic t ions  on a three atom molecule, 3N or 9 
coordinates are needed to define the posit ion ot the molecule. In the 
case o f  the r ig id  HCN molecule, only six  are required. Three of these 
coordinates disappear due to f ixed bond distances,  three are required 
to represent the center o f  mass, which was conveniently chosen as the 
or ig in  o f  our system, and three represent angular coordinates used to 
define the pos it ion  of  the molecule with respect to the ax is .
The most common way to define angular coordinates Is In terms
19
o f  Euler angles. By rotating about these angles, i t  is  possible  to 
transform from a space- f ixed  coordinate system into a body-fixed 
coordinate system where the pr inc ip le  moment o f  Inertia for the HCN 
molecule is aligned along one of  these axis ca l led  the pr inc ip le  axis
f this can be seen by conside
nsional sys tern.
Ixx I XV I xz
i - lyx Ivy lyz
h x Izy l zz
Inertia tensors are written as symmetrical matrices, and for any real 
symmetrical matrix, a transformation ex is t s  which w i l l  reduce the tensor 
to a diagonal matrix.
r* ~
txx 0 0
0 lyy 0
0 0 Izz
These axis along which l is diagonal are the pr inc ip le  ax is .  By al igning 
an ob je c t  along the p r in c ip le  ax is ;  a l l  cross terms disappear, and the
derivation becomes greatly s im pl i f ied .  The Euler angles provide such a 
transformation.
In the f i r s t  transformation, the HCN molecule is  placed in the XZ
plane (y*0 ) and oriented as shown in Figure 6 . The angle 2 represents
the rota t ion  o f  the hydrogen atom between the carbon and nitrogen atoms
and is  defined in a clockwise d ire c t io n .  H^CN is  the distance from the
hydrogen atom to the center o f  mass o f  the CN bond. R , is  the bondCN
distance between the carbon and nitrogen atoms.
20
Figure 6. Orientation of molecule in XZ plane, ft represents the
rotation of the hydrogen atom between the carbon and nitrogen. 
^HCN *s distance from the hydrogen atom to the center of 
mass of the CN bond. is the CN bond distance.
21
The first step is to orient the molecule so that the CN bond lies along 
the principle axis of inertia (Z'axis): This is a three step process
which makes use of the Euler angles.
1) Rotate the molecule by y about the Z axis.
2) Rotate the molecule by S about the Y axis.
3) Rotate the molecule by a about the Z axis.
Each rotation sets up an orthogonal matrix which is in turn acted upon 
by the next rotation. The result is a full rotation matrix which is 
represented by:
r , “ — —’ ■“ — * - ~
X* cos cosine* 0 cosB 0 sinB cosy-siny 0 X
Y* m sirv* cosa 0 0 1 0 siny cosy 0 0
z* 0 0 1 -sin3 0 cosB 0 0 1 z
xw — —  — —  — « -
Multiplying the matrix out, three equations relating the old coordinate 
system X,Y, and Z to the new coordinate system X*, Y*, and Z' are 
obtained (Refer to Figure 7).
X' * cosacosScosyX + sin3cosaZ - sinasinyX (3.2)
Y* * cosYcosBsinaX + sinSsinaZ + sinycosaX (3.3)
Z* * -cosysinBX + cosBZ (3.4)
By determining the coordinates of the hydrogen and carbon atom 
in both the old and new coordinate systems, it is possible to derive a 
series of equations relating the old spherical coordinates $ , f>CN» 9^, 
and ®CN to the new spherical coordinates a,8,y, and Q .
%  * ^HCN ( ) sin 0
M
Y - 0
ZH " “rHCN ( ) cos n
M
Y
t
a) Rotation by y about the Z axis b) Rotation by B about the Y axis
Y
d) Final orientation of molecule 
parallel to principle axis Z*
Figure 7
23
%  * Rh c n ( M N + M C ) cos* sineH 
M
y'h - Rhcn( t -M-C ) -in* sineH
H
Z'h * Rh CN( -N— +- ^  ) C088h 
M
xc ■ -Rhcn < £  > sln«
YC
Zc " rcn ( WN ) + Rur„ (“h) cos Q M.. + M„ HCN Y
X' - -( «N
N
) Rcn COS(t' CN sln9rN~(^H) RjjcN cos* sinQ
M
Y’c * -( Mn > <*CN sln«cN sin«CN "(!!h) RHCN sln*„ sin8, 
m c + mn m H 1
Zc’ * -( mn ) Rcn cos0cn -(!1h) rhcn cos0, 
>fc + mn m
^CN ^presents the projection of the CN bond on the X*Y* plane.
represents the projection of the H bond on the X’Y1 plane.
®CN represents the angle between the CN bond and Z1 axis, 
djj is the angle between the H bond and Z* axis.
Me, Mn . Mh are the mass of the carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms 
respectively.
M is the sum of the masses of hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen.
Substituting XH *, YH \ ZH 1 and Xy, YH, ZH into equation (3.2), 
(3.3), and (3.A) gives the following:
cos^sinQ^ * cosacosScosYsinil-sinasinYsinn-sinScosotcosft (3.5)
sin^sind^ * cosYcosBsinasinft+sinYcosasinft-sinSsinacosQ (3.6)
cos9H ■ -cosYsinBsinft-cosScosft (3.7)
24
Substituting ', Y q \ 2q ' and Xc , Yc, Zc into equations 
(3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) and making use of equations (3.5-7)
0CN " 8 (3.8)
*CN * “ (3.9)
A final relationship needs to be made between and e^, and
9^ .  This can be accomplished by making use of the dot product for 
the ang!e a .
cosfi - HCN » CN (3.10)
I HCN I I CN I
where HCN is the vector defined from the center of mass of the CN 
bond to the hydrogen atom and CN is the vector defined from the center 
of mass of the CN bond to the carbon atom.
HCN * (Rh cN coa$jjSin0H, R^cn »in$HSin8H* rHCNcos9h ^
___ jyj
CN * (-RrN( n ) cos<T>CNsin9cN» ~rCN( N )sln$rygin9r„,
«N + MC MN + MC
-Rcn( MN )cos9rN)
»H + «C
Substitution into equation (3.10)
cosQ ■ -sin9^sin6CNcos((|>H - $CN)~cos^HcosdCN (3.11)
Equations (3.5-11; now provide all the information necessary to
define the original Hamiltonian (3.1) in terms of the new spherical
coordinates a,8>Y» and ft* Although the derivations are quite long and
tedious, the mathematics is fairly straightforward. By making use of
differential calculus and basic trigonometry, the following differentials
can be obtained (Rt er to Appendix A for derivations).
3 ■ -cosftsinY 3 + 3 + cos3 3
aeCN siaG 3Y 33 9ft
25
cosBsinft+singcosYcosfi 3 + sinBsinY 3 + 3
sin^ 3y 3 ~  'Jot
 ^ * 1 - slnBsinY _3 + ( c osY s in 3 cos i - cos3 s in l )  3
30^ s in 0H s in l  3Y 3
3 * - cosasin 3 cos1+ cosgs ln l  D -  sln3slnY 3
3't*n s in l  3Y 31
All  that remains is to manipulate these d i f f e r e n t ia l s  into forms 
which can be substituted back into equation ( 3 . 1 ) ,  Again, the math­
ematics is rather tedious (Refer to Appendix A), but once that is done the 
Hamiltonian can be given in terms o f  the new coordinates Jt, 3,>, and 3.
H -  -Ti* 2 cosl 3 + cos3 3 + 32 + 3 2 +
2liCNR"cN ! s in  ^ 31 sin3 33 P a  P i
i2 *> -
2 2 2 cosy 3___ -  2 coslsinY 3
s in 23s in i
-IT
2^HCNr*HCN
1 32 + 32
in 21 P y "P i
cos3sin3cos7cosasin‘) a
in^l +
3 Y
- 2 sinvcosS 3~
sin3 3y3i2
32 + 2sinY 32 + 1 32
3a3Y sing 3H3rx sin23 3za
+ cosl 3 +
sinl 31
(3.12)
V (Y,n#Bta )
C. Define Hamiltonian in Terms o f  Angular Momentum Operators
The Hamiltonian can be further s im p l i f ied  by making use o f  the
angular momentum operators Jx, Jy, and Jz [ 2 ] ,
Jx ■ - i M - cosy 3 + siny 9 + cosyctn3 9 
sinS 3 c* 38 "5y
Jy * - i h ( sln7 3 + cosy 3 “  sinyctn3 _9 
sin3 3a 38 3y
Jz ■ - i  *ft 3
9Y
From these, a ser ies  of useful re lat ions  can be derived.
Jx2 -  -h 2 cos2 y 32 + sln2y 32 + cos2yctn20 3 2 +iinZ'B JZj 3 3^y
9 2 .2sinYcosYcos8 3 + cos^yctnB 3 - (2 cos f c tn  £sin* + 
s in 23 -'a 3>
rj 2 ^
sinycosy) - 2cosY3iny 3* - 2cos yetn,^ ■ * " +
jy sinB 3£3u sinB 3 t3y
2sinycosYctn8 3^
■5^57
. 9  ^2Jy- * - f i s in 2Y 32+ 003*7 32 + s i n 2Yctn23 32
sin^Sa2!
9 2
w,w320 3^7
- 2cosYsinyctnS 3 + sin^fctn8__3 +
sinB 3a 30
2 2(2sinycosyctn^3+ cosysiny) __3_ + 2cosysiny 3
3y sinB 3a30
- 23in2yctn8 32 -  2cosysinyctn3 32
sinB 3a3y 383y
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Jz 2 _ -Tj2 *2
3^Y
JzJx * ainY 3 
sinB 3a
cosY 3 + cos Y J3_ +
sind 3ru)Y 3 c
sinY 3 ^
303Y
sinYctnB_3^ + cosYctnS
3 Y
3
Using the above re la t io n s ,  i t  is poss ib le  to define our Hamiltonian 
in terms o f  these angular momentum operators.
H - -tr
2^CNr2CN
cos.i _3 
sin'.
3* - ctnS,!Jzfc 
~h2
- ( Jx2 + Jy2) + 2(JzJx + ih_JjO ctn +
21 Jy 2/22 
Ti
-*2
!uHCNRtHCN
-1 Jz2 + ,*2 +
T T ^ T  T ?  F T
cosQ 3
sinH 3.3 (3 .13)
D. Second Transformation
The f ina l  transformat ion takes the three-dimensional 
Hamiltonian from i t s  intermediate set of coordinates t, 3, and Y into
A
the f ina l  set o f  internal coordinates u, 6, and ? .  To set up our 
second transformation, we w il l  place the molecule in the XZ plane 
as before ,  except that this  time the CN bond wil l  be def lected  by an 
angle 0 in the XZ plane (re fer  to Figure 8) ,  A rotation matrix is 
again set up which or ients  the CN bond along the pr incip le  .axis; 
however, instead of  rota Ling by the Euler angles i ,  3, and y, we
A r A
must now rotate the molec le by a new set o f  angles t, 3, and y.
1) Rotate Y about the Z axis ,
A
2) Rotate 3 about the Y axis .
A
3) Rotate u about the Z axis .
V cosu
A
- s  ina 0 c o s 8 0 sinB
A
cosy
A
- s i n y (; X
Y' a
A
s : nu
A
c o su 0 0 1 0
A
s i n y
A
cosy 0 0
Z* 0
__
0 i
A
- s i n z 0
A
c o s8 0 0 1 z
X* * cosu cos§ ccsy X + sin£ cost Z -  siny siny X
A A A  A A A A
Y * cosy cos8 sinu X + sin8 sina Z + siny cosa X
2 * * -cosy  sin8 X + cosS Z
After rotation in both the first ami second transfurmations, the 
mo’ -ule is oriented in the same position with respect to the prim' ipi 
axis z*. Thus, if we were to take a point and place it the same
*\
\
\
\
Figure 8 . In the second transformation the molecule Is deflected bv 
the angle 8 In the XZ' plane.
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distance from the molecule  in each of the two coordinate systems, and 
then tr instorm those points by rotation about the Euler angles,  we would 
end up wiih the same coordinates for that point in both systems* Making 
use of this fact ,  we can derive a series  of equations relating u, 8 ,
A A A
and y to the new set of coordinates a,  B, and y,
A A A  A A
sin;* cosi  * (cost cosB cosy -  sinu sinf )  sin"
A A
+ sinB cost cos"
A A A A A
sini* sint  * (cosy cosh s fnu + siny cost)  sin"
A A
+ sin;3 sinu eosu
cosB * -cosy slnB sine + cosh cosh
A A
sini*; cost * t-cos t cosh cosy + sin t s i ni )  sin 
+ slnB cos t cos*
A A .sinB sini = (-cosy cosB sinu - siny cos t) s m"
+ sinB sinu cosB
cos§ * cosy ainB sinO +• cosB cost'
These six equations are all that is required to define the 
Hamiltonian in terms of u, 8, and y. After a long series of mathematical 
steps (refer to Appendix B), one can show that
3 3
3a 3a
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iL
3B
A A
1 rcosti siny sin') . t % & . « , . g - , j[----- sy -^ ~ --------- + (cosii cosy sinO + sing cose1)s in6
siny sinO 3 ,
— TiSf— s?1
) -cosy sinO 3 . , /s , 3 ,cos? cos8 sinO + sing cosf,\ J- --- + sin? sinU *r» + (------------1-------  r ~E---------)3y sing 33 sinB y^
JL « -slny 30 3 
3S:2 " s
A Aii * r* . cosS sinv 3^  3 . 4
17^ w  5T ' cosY ~  71 + .'iSBr 1555 W  + Iff
art 2K cos J : ; + K
--- S  ■ ■ - <m> - Kf  — ■ I .
dil
2
A 0
1 + 2K. cos 2:1 + K"
(refer to Appendix C)
K l,svst V n 
R2CN CN
Once these relationships were derived, it was thought that 
we could substitute directly into eq. (3.12) to find the Hamiltonian 
in terms of its new internal coordinates. However, the math became 
too great and a second approach was sought.
Instead of solving directly, it is possible to substitute 
these equations into the angular momentum operators Jx, Jy, and Jz.
Once this is done, it is possible to simplify the mathematics so that 
Jx, Jy, and Jz can be defined in terms of a new set of angular momentum
^  A A A A A
operators Jx, Jy, and Jz that depend upon Jt, 6, and y (refer to 
Appendix D).
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Jx * cos6 Jx - 3ine Jz
Jy - Jy
Jz * sin6 Jx + cose Jz
3 3*The values for w  and — can be easily calculated as well.
a-:
3 - i  r 3*3 ^ 3
i n ’ T  J y i& + i?di.
Kr- • ^  Jy2 (~^{- i j; ii 4  - 21 jy -3-  —  + ^2. > Jy I ft Jy ;;; T T J> .,2- .2< .i. d
These equations can then be substituted into equation (3.13) 
to give the final solution to the kinetic energy terra o f the three- 
dimensional Hamiltonian.
n 1 i
H « - V  [---- -—  + ----- i-
2uCNR CN 2usyst Rh :n
r£22g , i f l i  3 . .  1_ -  2 , rr 2
n JJ K! + 35' fc2 Jy 'n
.a 30 L . . i rv ifi + li_,
T f Jy an afi t» Jy ,2 2 75*]o a d a
a d1 . 2d /v ^ ,J~ l"Ctn n (sine Jx + cose Jz)“
2ucnrcn
((co*e Jx - sin6 Jz)2 + (jy)2) +
33
2((sin6 Jx 
2it\ Jy ctn
1
2uHCNRsy;t
A A A .
+ cosO Jz) (eos0 Jx - sinO Jz)) ctnH +
a + 21h Jy 4 Jy 1 + h )] +
[— (sin0 Jx + cos9 Jz)2 ] 
sliTft
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Appendix A
Transformation from 3pace-fixed coordinate system X, Y, Z into 
body-fixed coordinate system X \  Y't Z' (Refer to figures 6 and 7).
X»”
Y'
Z*
X' - 
Y' . 
Z' <
cosa -sina 0 
sina cosa 0 
0 0 1
cosB
a
^~sin3
JU
0
1
0
sing
cos 3
cosY -sinY 
sinY cosY 
0 0
cosacosBcosYX + sinBcosaZ - sinasinYX 
cosYcosSsinaX + singsinaZ + sinYcosaX 
-cosYsinBX + cosSZ
0
0
1
X'
0
z
For the hydrogen atom
Xj| - Riicm^  + "c)sinr.
M
Y - 0
ZH * r h c n (M n ^ M-c )cosn 
M
X* H * R^rv(MN + MC) cos4»h sin^H 
M
Y' - rHCN(Mn + Mc)3in»H sln H^ 
n M
ZH m RHCN(^ iLl^£)cos0H 
M
For the carbon atom
Xc * -Rll_M (MH)sin-Q HCN “TT
Zc • -Rr:j( ^  ) + Rh c N(_HJcos^
Mc  +  Mc  M
X c ’ - - ( W N J  Rcn cos4»cn sin8CN cos»H sin0H
Mc  +  ,h n  m
Yc ' - -( ^  ) R „„ s in *« J s ineCN - (Jfa.)RHCN Bln*H 8in9H
"
Zc* ” -( ) Rg}j cos9co _  (JSl) RHCN co89H
+ M. M
Substitution of these coordinates into the above transformation matrix 
gives the following
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cos<J>HSin9jj * cosacosBcosYsinn-simsinysinQ-sinBcosjcosfi 
sin^sin©^ ■ cosycosSsinasinD+sinycosasinD-sinBsinacosD 
cos9y ■ -cosysinSsinQ-cosBcosft
0CM ■ 8
<J>CN " at 
From eq. (3J1)
cosD * sinQ^sinO^jq cos - 't'CN) " cos9hcos9cn 
Derivation of 2/20CN
3a 3_ J j L  <L 
51^3.. 3ocn ae
+ 2 l _  i_ 3_
3Q
From eqs. (A.5) and (A.4)
(A.l) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A. 5)
(A.6)
3a - 0 (A.7)
30CN
38 . 1 (A.8)
30 CN
To find 3Y/39q j > subtract sina X (A.l) from cosa X (A.2) and differentiate 
with respect to 9^.
3y “ -sinYcosfl (A. 9)
3 9 sinD
To find 3ft/39CN, take the derivative of (A.6) with respect to 9C .^
-sinD 3D ■ -sin0Hcos0CN cos$hcos$cN -sin0HCO80CNsin$H sin$cN 
30CN
+ cos0jjsin0(;N
36
Substitute e q s . (A .L),  (Af 23i (A .4) and (A. 3) infu tht* above.
* c°s>
a0CN
Substituting eqs.  (A .7-10) into 3 /30„„CN
3 * -cosfts inY 3 + y + cosy
30CN sinQ 3y
A.2 Derivation of
52_ ?L + M — L. + + 5iL. 3__
^ CN ^ C N  Da ^CN * C N
From eqs. (A.4) and (A.5;
>•* * l
3- CN
3B » 0
■Hcn
Find 3‘n/i^cN bv subtracting sin X (A.l) from cos. X (A.12) 
differentiating with respect to
-cos^^sinB^cos i-sin^^sinQ^sincr-sin^- sinBcosQ *
cosYsiml 3Y
HCN
Substitute eq. (A.l) for cos*HsineH and eq. (A. 2) for sin: si:i-3 .H H
3Y * - cosSs iraH-slndcosYcosA 
sin Q
Find 3Q/30cn by differentiating eq. (A.6) with respect to and 
substituting eq. (A.l) for cos$H«ln6H and eq. (A.2) ft r sin^^sindH*
(A .10) 
(A .11)
7 A , 1 , 
(A.i 3/
and
(A .14)
37
- : i ix* sin*
Subs ' i l l i t  i U ’. qs . . U - 1 ;
c; os in.. ^ sjLni co s
d-CN s ]In
A. 3 Der ivat ion o f d/.n
d__
ud
j i 
oMtl i n + 3JLy *
<’)
dli
+ -i?4—0HH H H H
From (A.4) and (A. 5)
jg * 0 
d8 * 0
30h
inu. </i^CN-
>cos;, J) + sinBsiny ♦ 3__ , . >\
,j * i.: ' i
r^, a
Find v.i/ ) by d i f fe re n t ia t in g  (A .6) with respec? t ' 
b y  sinO.
dr,
-ain0Hsfn^ / 3Qy * -cosQjj sinOnuosJ^sinBoosu 
-cosO^sinO^jsin^^sinasinS 4sin^^cosF'
Substituting e q » . (A .1-4)
#2 * 1 (< osvsinBcosL-cosSsinti]
36 ^ sin0^
3vFind by d i  f ferentiat  ing eq . (A. 3) with respe<o to
by s in 0j|.
av
O0H
•sme
sin0i s i n f .
(A .15) 
( A .16)
(A.17)
( A .18)
and multiplying
(A .19) 
and multiplying
(A .20)
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Substituting eqs . (A. 1.7-20) into eq . (A. 19)
1  f - s i n gs i n / 3  + (cos"/sin.vcos• - 0 ms . s i 1 ) } 1
sin,,.. L «f re J
' H s 1 nc
A.4 Derive ? ion o i 5 / j ;
H
L _  = at. iL + c i_ + a  L. +
9< 3f; i; )vH H Ml Mi 1
From eqs.  ( A . 4) and (A.'?;
3 a * 0 
H H
J" = 0
I!
Kind <;,/ )■ u bv d i t 1 .■ * entio t i nu eq . < A . b ) with resor t to ;  ^ and 
substituting where up-oopriote eqs . (A. 1- 3) .
■s in.- s 1 u
' v H
Find ‘ ; /  3 by di f f erent i at i ng e q . tA. l j  with respt , t t
37 ~  -cosYsinsieosu+cos, 'sini
H s m.
Substituting e q s . ( A . 22-25) into
i_ ~ - eosYs indcosY+tusds inn. « ■ sin/sin'i  
3 5  ^ s in* it
A . 3 De eat Lon of 1 j sin v 3
s i nA 7 CN CN Y CN
i 3 s i n n ^  * cos3 __  + ___3
sin0CN 16CN 39cn sine 3 ^ CN
( A. 21)
' \,22)
( A . 23)
( A . 24) 
( A . 25)
(A.26)
(A.27)
39
From CN
^ 1 :  « 32 + cos2y 32 +
3^9 CN 3^3 T^T"
cos23sin2y 3 4
sin^Q a2Y
2 cos> 32 + cosftain2Y _j_ +
3Q3B sLnfi ap
2
c p s y s i n Y f l  + cos o ) -  2 c o s p s in y  __ ^
s i n - y  3Y s in p  3Y33
“ 2 co sq s in  Yco sY _ ^
sine 3Q3Y
S u b s t i t u t i n g  e q u a t i o n ( A . 2 8 )  i n t o  ( A . 2 7 )
l  3 s i n e CN _ 3 ____*  c o s /  r  - e o s Q s i n y
s i n a C N  j « c ; j ^ C N  s i n g ' L s i n f t
3 +  c o s y  3 "j +  3 2 +  c o s 2 y  3 2 +
3 • * •).» j  3
c o s 2 u s i n - Y  ;^2 +  2 c o s y  3 2  +  c o s f s i n > [ l  -»
s i n 4^ .  3 * y 3 Q 3 2 s f n ’-’ ;.
- 2 c o s Q s i n Y  3 2  -  2 c o s Q s i n y c o s y 3 2  +
s i n , .  a y  3 3 s  i  n ,r . 3 3  3Y
c o s Q s i n 2**' 3
s i n Q  3 3
A . 6  D e r i v a t i o n  o f  1 .V2
2 *> sin 0„„ 3**A
From 3/3$CN
3Z$CN
CN VCN
(-cos3sinft+sin3cosYcos3) 2 3? +
sinQ }2y
ay
(cos88ing9inYsinflcosP,-sin23cos2ftsinyco9Y-«Hn2?q{nY^«TV) 3 4
sin^Q ---  —ay
(■cos3sln8sinftcosY+sin23cos2Ycosft) 3 +
3Q
 ^-_2 sin3sinY cusSsirLH- 2 s in23cosysitiYcosQ) 3 Z +
sin.Q 3y3Q
(A.28)
(A.29)
(-2 cos3sln»+ 2 sinBcosYcosYO 32 + sin^&sin^Y 3^ + 
sin^ 3u3y TTci
40
2 sinBsinY 3^ + 3^
T7!
(A.30)
Substituting eq. (A.4) and (A.30)
___1
77772
1
sin^0„-, 'i-*, sin~B 
CN J VCN
2 2( -cos3sinn+ sinBcosYcosT.) 3 +
sinn
- 2 - d it
__-
V.’.’ 3 i 37 »j
■J j
( cos B s inti s i  n ys i n 2 c osQ - s  1 n^B e o s ~.7s i  nY c o sV -  s in ^ B s in Y c o s Y ) 3 +
sin*-a
( -c o s B s in B s in n c o s Y +  sin ^ B co s^ Y co s n ) 3 +
sin.. 3f:
( - 2 s inSs in>cos^s inr.+2sin^Bcos y sin Y cosfi) 3  ^ +
sinn 3Y32
( -2cos3s in ,Y+2 sinBcosycos ) 3 2 + sin^Bsin^Y 3" +
sir.-;. 3 t J Y
2 s in B s in 'f (A.31)
A.7 Derivation of 1 j &in0^ 3 + L
sinO 3>!H H 3UH sln','’ll 3"t'H
From 3/3} li
-s in"3 cos ^fjcosy s inY+cosB s inB s inucosr.s iny-sin-B cosy s inYsin2,,
rfi2 a2 +
_2__
+ I -cosyslnScosfl+ cosSsinfi Ic
L sinft J 3 y^
2 I sin^Bcosysinycosn-sinBcosSsinysinfll ___3_ +
L sin Q J 3Y3Q
I sin^Bcos^Ycosft-cosfljJnBcosYsinfl"! 3 + sin^Bsin^Y 3^ (A.32)L Sinn J 3Q 3%
Substituting equations 'A.21) and (A.32) into the above
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1______3__ slnQ^ 3 + __1
sinQ^ 30^ 30jj sin2© j 3 2$||
1 (sin0H JL_ sin0„ 5__) + 1 __
s i n 2'9^  30h 30h sin'29u 32$
32 
H
___1___ | (cos2Ysin23cos2g-2 cosgsingcos;>sinQcosy+ cos23sin2Q +
sin^Q^ I sin2';.
3ln*’3sln2Y) 32 + (sin^^sin^Y* cos2Yi;in2,}cos2;,;
sin2 - a2Y
-2 co3gsinScosQsinQcosY+ cos-gsin u ) 3 _ + (sin-gcosg
"a^T. sin;.
-2 cosgsin6cosYcos2Q+ c o s ^ ^ c o s ^ s in C ^ c o s ^ y a in ^ is iw .c o s u ) 3 1
sin^OH [<•
sing cos Ycosp.+ cosgsin.i)2 + sin2ysin2gJ
3f. I
X
1 32 + 2 + cos,; 3.
sin2;; J%y 3 ^  sin;* D'
From equation (A.3)
1 * 1 * ___________________l
sin2^  1-cos2qh (-singcosycoso+ cosgsin;. 
Substituting into the above
1 3 s ing H + 1 22
sinqH 9h sin^ H  324»h
1 32 + 3 2 + cos<; 3
sin2ft 3^y 3 ^ sirih 3ft
Substitution of eqs. (A.29), (A.31), and (A.33) 
Hamiltonian in terms of a,3,Y» and 2.
)2 + sin2ysin23
(A.33)
into eq. (3.1) gives the
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Appendix B
Second transformation from space-fixed coordinate system 
X, Y, Z (CN bond deflected by an angle 9 In the XZ plane) inco body-fixed 
coordinate system X', Y*, Z' (CN bond oriented along principle axis). 
(Refer to Figure 8).
‘xr cosSt -sin& 0
Y* 3* sin& cos'! 0
Z' 0 0 1
m -to . .
■ A Acos3 0 sinB cosy -siny if
A A0. 1 0 siny cosy 0 0
A A
-sin? 0 cos3 0 0 1 Z
- * L J
X*
Y*
eosjt cosB cosy X + sing cosa Z - sina siny X 
cosy cos0 sina X + sing sina Z + siny cosa X
Z' -cosy sinB X + cosS Z
Transformation of three-dimension«il Hamiltonian from 
coordinates a, 3, y, and ft into a, 3, y, and ft,
X - 0 
Y ■ 0
Z - Q
Q ■ distance from origin 
of system to point
Substitute these points into the first rotational matrix 
(Appendix A)
X* - Q sin8 cosa 
Y* » Q sinB sina
First transformation
Z* ■ Q cos3
A3
Second Transformation
Substitute these points
X* - (cosot cosg cosy - sina siny)Q
Y * (cosy cosB sina + siny cosa)Q
2* - -cosy sing Q sine + cosg Q cos
X » Q sinS 
Y - 0
2 ■  Q c o s0
into the second rotational matrix
sin9 + sing co sa Q c o s 0 
3i n 0 f s i n 6 s in a  Q cos0
Equate the two sets of coordinates, 
sing cosa * (cosa cosg cosy - sina siny) sine
A A
+ sing cosa cos6
sing sina - (cosy cosg sina + siny cosa) sing
A A
+ ping sina cos0
cosg * -cosy sing sin0 + cosg cos0
First Transformation
X ■ -Q sin 0 
Y « 0
Z « Q cos 0
X ’ - (-cosa cosg cosy + sina siny)Q sin9 + sina cosa Q cos9 
Y* - (-cosy cose sina - siny cosa)Q sine + sine sina Q cos8 
Z' ■ cosy sinB Q sin6 + cosB Q cos6
(B . l )
(B .2 )
(8.3)
Second Transformation
Z ■ Q eos0
Equate the two sets of coordinates.
sing cosa (-cosa cosS cosy + sina siny)sinO 
+ sinB cosa cos6
sinB sina * (—cosy cosS sina 
+ sin3 sina cosQ
siny cosa)sin9
A
cosS - cosy sinS sin6 + cosS cosO
B.l Derivation of 3a
3__ 3a 3 . 3g 3
3a “ *5a la + IS 32 3a 3y +
3ft 3 
3S 3?!
(B.4)
(B.5)
(B .6 )
Differentiate eq. (B.6) with respect to a recognizing that 9 depends 
only upon ft
3g
3a 0 (B. 7)
Differentiate eq. (B.3) with respect to a
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A
-sin0 sino|~ * sina eos0 cosy sinB + cosa siny sin6 
- sinB sina cos0
Differentiate eq. (B.4) with respect to a
Substitute eq.
A
3a
3a
(B.5) into the above.
1
Since i l is ii
A A A
3ft 3ft 3ft
3a 30 * ‘3a
ndependent of a* B, and y
Substitute eqs. (B.7-10) into 3_3 a
3 3
sr * w
* ^
B.2 Derivation of r*3y
3 3a 3 .36 3 ^ 3y 3 . 3ft 3
3 7 ' 3 7  3 5 + 3 7 i f  + 373? + 3 V ^
Subtract sina X (B.4) from cosa X (B.5).
sin^sinacosa - sinficosasina * -sinysinQ 
Multiply both sides of the eq. by sinB and substitute eq. (B.l) for
sinB cosa and eq. (B.2) for sinB sina
A AsinB siny » sinB siny
Differentiate eq. (B.6) with respect to y and substitute eq. (B.12) 
siny sinB
30 * siny sin9
(B.9)
(B.10)
(B.ll)
(B.12)
for
(B.13)
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. cosy cosB sing + sinB cose 
%y sing
Differentiate eq, (B,i) with respect to y.
Differentiate eq* (B*3) with respect to y,
3a _ -cosy sin0
aY aT sine
Substitute eqs. (B.10) and (B.13-15) Into £-.
3y
3 -sinB
3y
cosy 3 a A
7 1 ~  + siny s in *1 —  +
sinB 3a 3§
c^osy cosB sin6 + sing cosQ  ^ 3 
sin§ 3y
B.3 DerivatIon of 3a
du Zu b 'l 3ft 33 ')U 3y 3ft 3a
Differentiate eq. (B.4) with respect to Cl
j  a j 3a a a Q^-sinB sina ^  + cosB cosa * (-cosa cosB cosy
+ sina siny) cosB 
- sinB cosa sin8
36
sa
36
sa
Differentiate eq, (B•5) with respect to a
A A i !cos@ sinoi + sing cosa ■ (-cosy cosg sina
■ siny cosa)cosg Man
(B.14)
(B,15)
(B.16)
(B.17)
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- sinB sina sin0 « -
Subtract sinB cosa X (B.18) from sinB sina X (B.17) and 
substitute eqs. (B.l)t (B.2), and (B„12).
Ba b -siny 38 
3ft sinB 3ft
Differentiate eq. (B.6) with respect ft and substitute eqs. (B.3) 
(B.6).
3B a 36
m  * - COSY 3ft
Differentiate eq. (B.l) ith respect to SI
( -s ina  cosB cosy sin0-cosu siny sirv'-sinB sina cos*:) +d< i
A A A  A A  ^ 3  8
( - cosa  sinB cosy sinO + cosfi cosa cosQ) ^  +
(-cosa cosS siny sin^ -  sina cosy sinO) +3 ft
A A A  A A A A(cosa cosB cosy cos0-sina siny cos0-sinB cosa sinO) 36 3 ft
Differentiate eq. (B.2) with respect to Si
0 * (-siny cos8 sina sin0 + cosy cosa sin0) +
A 3 8(-cosy sin§ sina sin0 + cos§ sina cos0) •gjj +
3a(cosy cosB cosa sin0-siny sina sln0+sinB cosa cos0 ) ^  +
(cosy cosB sina cos8+siny cosa cos9-sin0 sina sin0) 303ft
Subtract cosa x (B.22) from sina x (B.21)
3y m cosB siny 38 
3ft sin§ 3ft
(B .18)
(3.19)
and
(B.20)
(B.21)
(B.22)
(B.23)
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Since ft » ft
3ft ,
m ' 1
Substitute eqs. (B.19), (B.20), (B.23), and (B.24) into ^  .
i _ , M L .  cosy ^  ^
3G sing 3S2 3a 3fi 36
cosB slny 36 3 + 3__
sinB 3ft 3y 3ft
B.4 Derivation of -yg-
3 3a 3 t 3§ 3 f 3y 3 ( 3ft 3_
36 36 3a 36 3§ 36 3y 36 3$
(B.24)
(B.25)
Add cosa X (B.4) to sincx X (B.5) and differentiate with 
respect to 3.
•^r * cosa cosa + sina sina op
Multiply by sinB and substitute eqs. (B.l) for sinB cosa and 
(B.2) for sinB sina
30 cosB cosy sin6 + sinB cos9 
"5§ " sinB
Differentiate eq. (B.4) with respect to 8
cos§ cosa -|| - sin§ sina * cosa sinB cosy sin0 +
(B.26)
cosB cosa cos9 (B .27 )
a A 3 8 A a ^2cosB sina jg- + sin8 cosa ^  cosy sin8 sina sinO +
cos8 sina cos0 (B.28)
Subtract sina X (B.27) from cosa X (B.28).
Differentiate eq. (B.5) with respect to 3
3a cosB , . a a51 “ 7 in3 (s 'na cosot ” cosa sina)
Multiply the above eq, by sinB and substitute (B.l) for 
sin8 cosa and (B.2) for sinS sina.
A A A
3a m cosB slny sinQ 
33 sin3 sinB
(B.29)
Differentiate eq. (B.3) with respect to 3
3y m (cosv cosB sln6 + sln8 cos6)^ - sin^B 
36 sinB siny sin§ sln0
Substitute eq. (B.3) into the above.
ii « -slny sln8 (B.30)
98 sinB sinB
Substitute eqs. (B.10), (B.26>, (B.29), and (B.3C) into
3/38.
—  - —L. t sinQ iL + ( C0S3 cosy sine + sinB cosQ) —
33 sinB sin§ 3a 30
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Append ix C
Derivation of G
1 ■ Mcxczc + W n + W h ■ 0
%  + Mc
*H ' *HCN FT-)sin («-9)
“n + Mc
ZH ' _RHCS(— -----) cos (n“9)M
M
XC ■ ~rc n (m^  + sln0 - W i P  ain <n-®>
Mjj M
ZC ’ "RCiN(MN + M(,) cos6 + RHCN<M—J C0S (n-9) 
MC M«*N “ RCN(Mc + M^ ) Sine - RhcnCj^ ) sin (£2-0)
My
ZN “ RCN(Mc + Mn) cose + Rh c n (M“ ) cos <n_e)
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Substitute into (C.l)
1 = “rhcn 1
+ m c m h
M ] sin (Q-h ) cos (f^e)
2 V c
+ RCN [(Mc + M )1 C08'J 3ln9
(MC + tlN)
syst M
CN Mc + M,
andsyst mCN
1 - | si" 20 [R^cn Msyst cos 2;5 + R^nUcn] 
" 1 RHCN Usyst 9ln 2SJ cos 29 “ 0
Rearrange the above eq.
Tan 26 RHCNMsyst
sin 2il
RHCNMsyst C0S 2!J + RCNMCN
K syst ^HCN
UCN RCN
(C.2)
(C.3)
Substitute K into eq. (C.3)
Tan 26 K sin 2ft 1 + K cos 2ft (C.4)
Differentiate eq. (C.4) with respect to ft
52
30
9Q
K cos 2ft + K2 
1 + 2K cos 212 + K2
/V
Since Q ■» £2
(C.5)
0 J
9ft
K cos 2ft + K2 ____
1 + 2K cos 2ft + K2
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Appendix D
Deviation of Hamiltonian in terms of the angular momentum 
operators Jx, Jy, J2 .
A A A
D.l Derivation of Jx in terras c-' a, 0, Y* and 0
Jx ’  h + 9lnY is + COSY ctnS &
for cos3 and sin 3
Divide eq, (B.6) by sin p and substitute eq. (B.3)
2,
A A A A Icosy cosB + cosy sinS sinS cos8 - cosB cos 9 
sinS z*sln9 (D.l)
2  A A A A 7
sin 3 * 1 -  (-cosy sin3 sinO + cos3 cos0)~
Combine (D.l) and (B.11)
^  A A A 2-cosy 3 _ ,,-0038 - cosy sinS sin9 cos0 + cos3 cos 0 X 3 
sinS 3a “ ' z*sin0 ' 3a { DU)
siny 3S
siny sinS 3 
sinS 7S
Substitute eqs. (B.12) and (B.31) into the above,
3 _ sin2y cos§ sinS sinQ 3 .
8ln 15b ------ - z'slnB ----- +
,,lnv co,v «lnB cosB «ln9 •*• »lnv sln28 co«9 
* z ) •36
• ****** sinS sinQ 
t«sln§
a^
A (D.3)
Determine cosy ctn8 317
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Substitute eq. (D.l), (B.3), and (B.16) into the above.
cosy ctnfi —  • rC08B + cosy 8 i n & 8*n9 cose ~ cosB cos28 .
T p 3y 1 * *z* sin6
[—cosy sinB sind + cosS cos6][ c^8-^ .L- +
sinB 9$
sinY 8ln0 —  + .cosY-CosB-.slne + sing cog6 3_j 
30 sin8 9y
(D.4)
Substitute eqs. (D.2-4) into Jx and simplify.
j* . m m -c?nssao L. + . m ?  co.e i.
sinB 3a 38
A  a
+ cosy cosB cos9 3___glng 3 .
A  A  J
sinB 3y 3y
Jx ■ cos0 Jx - sin0 Jz
D.2 Derivation of Jy in terms of a, 3» y» and 6
Jy ‘  "1Tl(fliie Is + C0SY Is '  8inY ctnS ly)
alnY 3 _ sinY *in8 3
n s e s s  — T i r ^sin p
Substitute eqs. (B.3)t (B.ll), and (B.12)
alny 3_ M siny sinfi 3^ 
sing 3a 2
(D.5)
(D.6)
Determine cosy
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Substitute eqs. <B*31) and (D.l)
A  A
C°SY - rCOsB + cosy sinB 9inQ cosQ - cosB cos^S,z*sin6 *
A  A
rCoaB sinY sin6 3 . , £ * . _ . £ ___a \ 3_[---c----1-------- + (cosB cosy + sinB cosQ) —
sinB dot 36
sinY sin9 3 ,
A  A  ’
sinB 3y
(D.7)
Determine -sinY ctnB w
. . „ 3 -sinY sinB cosB 3
- 1" c” 8 *  ' ,ln2; 5y
Substitute eqs. (B.12), (B.3), and (B.16)
A  A A  A
sin ctnB —  - [8*nY co*Y s n^ B sinO-sinY sinB cos3 cosQj x 
' 3y *
a
,-sinOcosY 3 . sinY sin6 —
1 , * 7^ 3BsinB 3a
A  A. ,cosy cosB sin9+sinB cos6v3 , + (--- ----------7---- ------)— i
sinB 3y
(D.8 )
Substitute eqs. (D.6-8) into Jy and simplify.
Jy - ~  + cosy ^ 7  - sinY ctn§ ~ ]
sinB 3a 3B 3y
Jy « jy (D.9)
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D.3 Derivation of Jz in terms of u, S, y, and 6 
Jz - -ift |_
Substitute eq. (B.16)
Jz Jter-sin9 cosv 3 * . 3-ini------ :— L 2-r + siny sinS —  +
Asinfi 3a 38
c^ osy cosB sin6 4- sinS cos5 3
A / A J
sinB 3y
Jz ■ sinQ Jx + cosB Jz
2 A 
D.4 Derivation of and — 5—  in terras of Jy
a2n
Substitute Jy into eq. (B.25)
 ^ -i f 3 6 3
35
a2n Tr an
- i / y L i ! a + » L
* an I5!  a25
Substitution of eqs. (D.5), (D.9), (D.iO), (D.U), and (D 
into eq. (3.13) gives the three-dimensional Hamiltonian in terms o 
angular momentum operators Jx, Jy, and JAz.
(D.IO)
(D.U)
(D.12)
. 1 2 ) 
f the
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